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1. PROPOSITIONS

1. The team will consist of goalkeeper and five (5) players.
a. The match will be regular if team reports, before match begins, team with at least

four (4) players (including goalkeeper). All of them must be on a field, ready to play.
2. Match will last for 15 minutes – without breaks and time-outs.

a. Only finals will be played 10+10 minutes.
b. Beginning and the end of the match, will be MARKED with SOUND, by

Organisation Board (OB* later in text), with appropriate sound signal. If one or both
teams are late on match, main referee will mark the beginning of the match with his
whistle. (If teams are late on start of the match, only one (1) minute will be
tolerated – as stated by act 17. of PROPOSITIONS.).

c. In any case, end of match will be noted by sound signal from OB, for all ongoing
matches at a same time.

3. Considering that one team will make substitutes of players on game-field, during match, in 5
minute intervals, it is expected to be highly accurate and on time with it.

a. As soon as sound signal is given by OB, (not considering duration and beginning of
match) it will mean end of match IN ALL WAYS.

4. Before tournament begins, each team must turn in list of players (maximum of ten (10)), which
will play on tournament with given numbers from 1 to 10, noted on their team’s uniforms (t-
shirt). That given number should correspond with list-number of player. Number must remain
SAME for duration of whole tournament.

5. Player substitutes on field, while match is on-going, can be done in any time, without main
referee to allow it, but ONLY when substituted player has left the field.

a. Noted substitute will be conducted in middle line of field, near the centre, on side
where that team’s benches are set.

b. On last minute of match, no substitutes are allowed. In that case, referee will
exclude substitute player from match.

6. Goalkeeper may return ball in field with his hands, after it left field (Goal-out). When
goalkeeper returns ball into a field, ball must not pass opposite middle of field, unless it
touched ground before. If so, referee may call for indirect kick, from middle of field.

7. Goalkeeper MAY NOT catch a ball returned to him from player with his hands. If so, when his
team-mate passes him a ball, goalkeeper must return ball to a field with his FOOT. If opposite,
referee may call for indirect kick and give ball to opposite team.

8. OFFSIDE is not applied as a rule, and will not be called for by a referee

9. Returning of a ball when it leaves game-field, on sides, (OUT) must be done with a FOOT,
from a side on middle of field, in four (4) second time.
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10. In case if, while match lasts, a ball from one match passes into a field where other match is
being played, it is not needed to call out for a break. Players from other match can’t and should
not use that ball in their game.

11. Player that is for any reason awarded with a yellow card during match, will be excluded from
game for a two (2) minutes. In case that excluded player’s team receives a goal, he may return
to game AT ONCE, as approved by a main referee.

12. Player that is for any reason awarded with a red card, cannot be substituted during that match,
and will not be allowed to play on next match with his team.

a. In case if intentional fouls are made, or disbehavior of player is noticed, that were
reason of player’s excluding from a game, OB can BAN player from next two or
more of his team’s matches..

13. All balls that leave game field, must be returned to in shortest time needed to do it. In opposite
case, ball can be given to opposing team to be returned into field, or referee can call out for
indirect kick.

14. Goal may be scored from any side of a game field, unless ball is thrown in from a side (OUT) or
unless it is a indirect kick.

15. When free kick is being conducted, all opposite players (if in a player “wall”) must stay at least
five (5) meters away from a ball.

16. For safety’s reasons, IT IS RECCOMENDED TO USE soccer shoes WITH RUBBER spurs.

17. In case that one of teams is not on a field after a sound signal to begin match is given (act
2.), match will be registered with a score of 3:0 in favour of opposite team, the one which
was on field in time. This is executive and final decision.

18. For a win in a match three (3) points will be given to team, for a even score one (1) point, and
for defeat zero (0) points are given.

a. In case that both teams are on same score at the end of eliminations, who goes on to
finals is decided based on that two teams match score, if played with each-other. In
noted case, if a match between that two teams was a tie, better team will be allowed
to proceed with competition to finals, considering following parameters: score/ goal
difference/ total number of goal scores/ flipping a coin.

b. In case that three or more tams are on same score before finals, there will be new
matches held.

19. In „kick-out“ part of competition, where losing team is being excluded from competition, in
case of tie score, when regular match time expires, penalty kicks will be conducted, given three
(3) kicks for each team, and after that one kick for each team, until one team wins with „golden
goal“.

a. In final match, for first position, in case of even score when regular match time has
expired, there will be additional time (five (5) minutes)minutes given, with adding a
rule of „SILVER GOAL“. If even after additional game-time score is a tie, there will
be a penalty kicks conducted, with same rules as stated above.
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20. Each match will have one (1) referee. Finals (for 1st place on the tournament) will have two (2)
referees.

21. Each team must have a team captain, and only he can contact OB.

22. Every appeal for a match, considering judgements of referees and behaviour of players and such,
must be turned in to Organisation Board desk, in written form, RIGHT AFTER match ends.
When appeal is given, sum of 50.00 euros must be paid, as a CAUTION which will be returned
to appealing team ONLY if appeal is accepted as correct.

23. Special rewards will be given to a BEST PLAYER of a tournament.

24. Players MUST be members of IPA or at least police officers.. In case if checking turns out that
member of team doesn’t meet this requirements, whole team will be EXCLUDED from
competition. Before the match begins, there will be a checking of at least two (2) random team
members, which must when asked for, show IPA membership card or a police service badge,
to a member of OB.

a) Durning tournament, teams outside of IPA organisations may participate, if invited by
Organisation Board, in order to fill in the groups.

b) In case of special circumstances, IPA association teams can invite players that are not
members of that organisation, but no more than TWO  players.

25. While tournament lasts, all players MUST be exact and on-time on scheduled match times, for
beginning of matches and end of matches. All rules and advices of Organisation board and
referees must be obeyed. If any appeals, rules of conducting it are described in act 22 of this
document.

26. Organisation board (OB) WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE for any injuries during
match, while game lasts, (regular game time, additional game time, and when free kicks
and such are conducted), considering players, and other persons that are with team.

27. Before tournament begins, when participations costs are paid and taking team accreditations,
each team captain will be given detailed rules and plan of competition by GROUPS and exact
times of ALL matches. – which need to be strictly followed.

28. In case that some team fails to appear in time on tournament, or for any other common reasons
that can influence tournament progress and organisation, Organisation board is free to MAKE
CHANGES needed so that tournament may go on regular basis. OB is obliged to explain all
changes to all participants that are interested.

29. All information while tournament lasts considering results and teams progress, will be noted on
information board, in shortest possible time.

Organisation Board:



VIDOVDAN CUP 2011
APPLICATION FORM

Team name:

IPA REGION/CLUB:

Telephone
number:

Fax number:

Team leader:
Team leader’s
telephone number:

E-mail: Number of players:

Number of
guests:

Total number of
your dellegation:

PRESIDENT:
_____________________

NOTE:

Fill the application form, and send it to E-mail: petkovic.po@gmail.com  or Fax ++381 12 222 331,
before 01. 06. 2011.



N. 16/11
28.03.2011.

4o IPA FIVEPLAYERS-FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
VIDOVDAN CUP 2011

23-26 JUNE 2011

PROGRAM OF THE COMPETITION
23.06.2011.
Teams’ arrival and accomodation until                             17:00
Dinner                                                                          17:30-19:30
Parade                                                                          20:30
Opening, Welcome meeting                                            21:00

24.06.2011.
Breakfast                                                                       07:00-09:00
Qualifying heats                                                             09:00-13:00
Lunch                                                                            14:00-16:00
Qualifying heats                                                             16:00-20:00
Dinner                                                                           19:00-21:00

25.06.2011.
Breakfast                                                                       07:00-09:00
Qualifying heats                                                             09:00-13:00
Lunch                                                                            14:00-16:00
Qualifying heats                                                             16:00-18:00
Final match                                                        18:00
IPA Party with awards                                                     21:00

26.06.2011.
Breakfast                                                                       08:00-10:00
Departure of delegations 

PARTICIPANT TEAMS
Teams are formed by IPA members or Military corps.
Each team is formed by one goalkeeper and five players with the possibility of change.
The matches will be played 1x15 or 2x10 minutes (depending on the number of the 
teams applied for the competition). The final match will be played 2x10 minutes.

LOCIATION
Matches will take place in Pozarevac.



APPLICATION
120 euros for each team.

PRICE ACCOMODATION
90 euros for each member, including all meals, festiv dinner and a lunch package for the 
journey. Hotel Dunav

100 euros for each member, including all meals, festiv dinner and a lunch package for the 
journey. Restoran Konak (limited a
mount of available beds-29)

Payment should be made 
CORRESPODENT BANK

SWIFT: COBADEFFXXX, COMMERZBANK AG FRANKFURT.
BENEFICIARY`S BANK

SWIFT: JUBARSBGXXX, ALPHA BANK SRBIJA A.D.
BENEFICIARY: 

IPA Srbija - Regija Braničevo
12000 Požarevac
Drinska 2

IBAN RS 35180330100439900369,
before 01 June 2011 with a deposit of 300 euros, without bank's provision, for each 
team; the balance should be paid on arrival 23. June. 

EXTRA
Besides competetors, others IPA members can also apply, so that total number of people 
(wich have the same accomodation as the players) is 22.
If you bring a referee with you, his accomodation will be paid by region Branicevo. 

INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL POLICE ASSOTIATION, SECTION SERBIA 
Dragan Petković,  E-mail:petkovic.po@gmail.com

International police assotiation, Section Serbia–Region Branicevo 
Borivoje Pantović, E-mail: borko_panto@hotmail.com

Dragan Petković, Tel:  ++381 64 810 51 66    (for Serbian speakers)
Radovan Jovanović, Tel: ++381 63 17 00 600 (for English speakers)
Darko Pajkić, Tel: ++381 64 810 50 30          (for Romanian speakers)   

                                  

                                                               Dragan Petkovic
                                                               Secretary General, 

                                                               IPA SERBIA  
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